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 This article shows how music is close to teenager everyday routine and how music 

impact to their mental. The date is collected from many different researches and 

combined to give us how the music is matter. It shows that almost every teens in the U.S. 

is listening to music, they spend 2.5 to almost 7 hours listen to music during a day. 

However, because teens use music to express their emotions, stories, moods, behaviors, 

and thoughts, it brings a concern about the risk letting teenager listen to music. There are 

many types of music such as rap, rock, heavy metal genre music contains the lyrics that 

include sex, violence, drugs, social are one of the most afraid that many parents worry 

about. This article also shows how genres like heavy metal and rap music have some 

correlations with the risk of suicide, violence in school. Not only the music, music videos 

contain violence, sexuality, and negative contents also is a factor that can impact to 

young people's behavior, increasing in "false stereotypes". 
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Crooke, A., & Travis, R. (2022, March 8). The healing power of hip hop. Retrieved April 3, 

2022, from https://theconversation.com/the-healing-power-of-hip-hop-81556 

 In this article, the authors showed in many years, many people have misunderstandings 

toward rap music, they flamed rap music is the main reason which led to people got shot, 

violent issues, crimes. In the other hand, others are trying to prove that rap music is not 

dangerous to people. Crooke and Travis show that hip hop/rap is driving the industries 

and became the "grassroots". The authors also show that the beats from rap music can 

help healing metal health, provide the feeling of safety, empowered personal and 

emotions. Rap music also helps students in studying and school. 

Emmanuela. (2019, April 24). How Rap Music Affects Teens. Youth Voices Site Wide Activity 

RSS. Retrieved April 17, 2022, from https://www.youthvoices.live/how-rap-music-

affects-teens/?fbclid=IwAR2HMO5IJkPposRF2inEbXwaKI8-

6PDTc18oaaGFLprrsVtfkIab7kqSLlM  

In the beginning of this article, the author says the truth that music are everywhere and 

every time, it doesn’t matter what generation, people love music. Music connect to 

people from oldest and to youngest, they share stories and feeling whether sadness or 

happiness. But each generation has loved different types of music. And music, especially 

rap, have more negative impacts on young people than other generation. The author says 

that rap music influences teen to involve in violence, drugs, sexual. For young people, 

rappers are their idol and they seem to follow their idol’s styles and behaviors. 
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April 17, 2022, from http://thematadorsghs.us/index.php/2017/09/28/influence-of-rap-on-

todays-

youth/?fbclid=IwAR2CLqvYzCHfdDQxNJ8EzF5TlhrCMJF93CLT71D0qZZlIr8Una3D

6glmZcY 

Author says the lyrics of rap is meaningful because rap music connects and tells people’s 

stories in real life, influencing young people. The author also includes Gonzales’s story 

about his mother came home late after work but still making food, taking care her family 

by herself. He later created a song that he raps about his mom, connected people who 

neither have the same opportunities as others nor perfect life. 

Johnson, Peak. "Rap Music Can Both Encourage and Discourage Violence." Are Graphic Music 

Lyrics Harmful?, edited by Noah Berlatsky, Greenhaven Press, 2016. At Issue. Gale In 

Context: Opposing Viewpoints, 

link.gale.com/apps/doc/EJ3010969205/OVIC?u=txshracd1607&sid=bookmark-

OVIC&xid=54e9eec0. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022. Originally published as "Do Violent 

Lyrics Make People Violent? What Is the Impact of Music?" JumpPhilly.com, 3 Mar. 

2014. 

 This article has five parts. First part, Astronauts explain that their music is represented 

their stories, life experiences, and the main purpose is to encourage people, especially 

black communities to come together, respect each other. Second, the author says that 

music is not necessary the reason that lead to violence or any negative behavior, because 

we see violent contents everywhere we live including movies, video games, social 

media,…. Instead, music reflects our life, and how we feel about it. Third, the author 
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believes violence involved in a bigger problem rather than from music. Violence is 

created from lack of education, jobs, family. Fourth, the article explains again about how 

television, life conditions could lead people to robbing, stealing, hurting others. Lastly, 

music can provide identity because music supports their mood, and if someone watch a 

violent content and apply it in real life, it’s on them, music is an art. 

Kirchheimer, S. (2003, March 3). Does rap music put teens at risk? WebMD. Retrieved April 17, 

2022, from https://www.webmd.com/baby/news/20030303/does-rap-put-teens-at-

risk?fbclid=IwAR2Oc9OKOqIb8sfrGSId0VyYnxSeQJwZ2VWplcjGY9AEt5Mx9eMmY

3HaE9E  

In the beginning of the article, it says that rap videos are likely to have negative impacts 

on young people rather than rap music. Based on a study, black girls who live in rural, 

non-urban areas don’t show negative behaves often as in urban. Music videos which 

include sexual contents, violence, and where men are holding power over women are in 

concern. The author mentions that children spend about seven hours a day to listen to 

music, and it more or less will impact children’s development. One of the most effective 

solutions that many believes is that parents should involve in what their child is listening 

to. 

Negative impacts. impacts of rap music on youths. (n.d.). Retrieved April 17, 2022, from 

https://impactofrapmusiconyouths.weebly.com/negative-

impacts.html?fbclid=IwAR3L_B_r3Xdos5Dp0nlEcHcXbjjbxB-

lznvfON_hR2GxhUgg9XKrYYU6VaQ  
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This article says that rap music is involved in social issues including violence, 

sexualization, drugs, and egotistical. First, the author explains that many artists said they 

only share their own stories through musics, but according to commentators, artists have 

been forced to create “gangsta” images, including curse words. From there, young people 

who listen to these music think it is cool to follow their idols’ style. Second, rap music 

give wrong ideas to young women in how to become successful, many of them believed 

that using their own bodies is one of the way to reach goals. Third, rap only presents 

drugs but don’t include the consequences, teenagers also think that it’s fine involve in 

drugs. Lastly, rap music put negative thoughts in young people ideas about proving by 

violence, hitting others to demonstrate who is in power. 

NPR. (2006, May 8). Study: Rap music linked to alcohol, violence. NPR. Retrieved April 17, 

2022, from https://www.npr.org/2006/05/08/5390075/study-rap-music-linked-to-alcohol-

violence?fbclid=IwAR0pxChj6PdS9X-

FFPH37qGYcHB16jOqfScmX6os8JPVuWvyzDHVQha5tHc  

The record of a discussion about the relationship between rap music and bad behavior 

including alcohol and violence. During the discussion, there are two ideas that lead youth, 

especially African Americans, involved more in alcohol. The first idea is that because the 

increase alcohol contents, images in rap music, which leads to increase in using alcohol 

in youth. Another idea is that youth, African American, are exposed to alcohol and 

smoking because they don’t have the same opportunities as general youth, black youth 

listen to radio more often than general youth. In the conclusion, David Jernigan says that 

the more delay in youth using alcohol, the less suffer from consequences they experience. 
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Viewpoints, 

link.gale.com/apps/doc/EJ3010870103/OVIC?u=txshracd1607&sid=bookmark-

OVIC&xid=062b1b2b. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022. 

 This article believes music provides and shape our identity by sharing some stories that 

people use music to keep them from offending themselves. Rap music contributes in 

lifestyle, clothes, creativity. The author compares rap music as ticket, people either apply 

it to their life or they don’t. Rap music is a lifestyle that some people may see it as a 

belief, a motivation, but some don’t see it as the same way. 

Ryan, C. O. (2020, January 14). How certain music genres affect teens. How To Adult. Retrieved 

April 3, 2022, from https://howtoadult.com/certain-music-genres-affect-teens-17466.html 

 This article was written in 2018 explains how rap music appeals and influences young 

people today. The author says that rap music may change style and language of a 

teenager, but it is not the factor that change "teen's values or goals". During the article, it 

shows that rap music connects and helps poor people to speak up their conditions, shows 

a way to escape from reality. Even though, many people believed rap genre involves in 

violation, Ryan explained that violence has nothing to do with the genre, but because of 

sexual and violent lyrics and pictures in the music. Also, poor violence controlled in a 

community is one of the main reason which leads to social problems. 
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TFMT;, H. Z. B. (2018, February 16). The effect of rap/hip-hop music on Young adult smoking: 

An experimental study. Substance use &amp; misuse. Retrieved April 17, 2022, from 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29452016/ 

The article shows the examination if rap/hip-hop lyrics are related to young people 

smoke. Examine shows that the examinate groups did not have any significant involved 

in smoking. It concludes that there is no influence from listening to rap/hip hop, at least 

in short term, that encourages young people to smoke. 

Yates, Steve. "Rap Lyrics Encourage Positive Capitalist Values." Are Graphic Music Lyrics 

Harmful?, edited by Noah Berlatsky, Greenhaven Press, 2016. At Issue. Gale In Context: 

Opposing Viewpoints, 

link.gale.com/apps/doc/EJ3010969212/OVIC?u=txshracd1607&sid=bookmark-

OVIC&xid=30ff43f9. Accessed 17 Apr. 2022. Originally published as "The Sound of 

Capitalism," Prospect, 21 Sept. 2011. 

 This article shows that rap music has been a discussion topic causes any bad behavior, 

capitalism, violence in our social. But rap has a big influence in global, and it becomes a 

factor that pushed the market because it’s not only a genre of music, but also a “lifestyle”. 

The author explains before 1990, rap music used to contain poetry words in its lyrics, but 

after that, rap mainly plays “gangsta”, guns, drugs…. Rap music also has big impact on 

politics and business, it contains political messages, and have huge impact in economic 

growth and music styles for American, British and the world because of cloths, styles of 

artists on magazines, images, and the link between music and company brands is strong. 
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